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T. A. A. F. Tonopah, Nevada

Florance Mesner
118 South Virgil Avenue
Los Angeles 4, California
Sunday Eve

Dear Sweetness:

This morning the operator told me I talked to you for 24 minutes. It did not seem to me I talked to you for long - more like one minute. You were so darn sweet to talk to that I couldn't tear myself away. Wish we were closer than I could call you every night and say "Good-night Dear. Received a letter from you today postmarked March 2nd., 1:30 P.M. - hope I get another one to-morrow.

Dear, take care of your feet and be careful how you walk up your steep stairs. I want you to be on your feet when I see you - in another week. Yes Dear, weather does sometimes catch us in the blue and we can't see the ground but what with radio compass and Radio Beam we somehow manage to find a landing strip. Don't worry about me as I am a fatalist. Darling you can't get too lonely as far as I'm concerned - hope you always feel that way. To keep your morale up I promise to write daily.
but I want you to do the same for me O.K. that's a bargain - let's see who ships up first.

Tonight the ships came in early because of weather. Right now it is raining but some of it is starting to turn to snow. We have an excellent weather forecasting station and they predict snow and a temperature of about 20°. The cold here seems much colder due to the rarified air in this high altitude, 6,300 ft.

I'm preparing for my furlough and it means only one thing to me and that is being with you. I wonder if you are looking forward to it as much as I am, please do. Being that it won't be long before I am with you I can almost feel your arms around me and your tender, lovable kisses. This week will drag and drag and drag, I know it will. Thursday I will write you my last letter and then no more until the latter part of April. So lonesome for you Dear that I can't express it in writing.

Love and kisses Dear and a sweet Good Night I am always

Yours Dear

Walter
T/Sgt. Walter Keeler-36632626
422nd Base Unit- Sqdn. "F"
T.A.A.F Tonopah, Nevada

Florence Mesner
118 South Virgil Avenue
Los Angeles 4, California
Dear Sweetness:

This morning the operator told me I talked to you for 24 minutes. It did not seem to me I talked to you that long – more like one minute. You were so darns sweet to talk to that I couldn’t tear myself away. Wish we were closer than I could call you every night and say “Good-night Dear. Received a letter from you today postmarked March 22nd., 1:30 P.M. – hope I get another one to – morrow.

Dear, take care of your feet and be careful how you walk up your steep stairs. I want you to be on your feet when I see you-in another week. Yes Dear, weather does sometimes catch us in the blue and we can’t see the ground but what with radio compass and Radio Beams we some – wow manage to find a landing strip. Don’t worry about me as I am a fatalist. Darling you can’t get [[underline]] too lonely [/underline] as far as I’m concerned – hope you always feel that way. To keep your morale up I promise to write daily
but I want you to do the same for me. O.K.
that’s a bargain – let’s see who slips up first.

Tonight the ships came in early because
of weather. Right now it is raining but some
of it is starting to turn to snow. We have an
excellent weather forcasting station and they
predict snow and a temperature of about 20°F.
The cold here seems much colder due to the
rarified sir in this high altitude, 6300 ft.

I’m preparing for my furlough and it
means only one thing to me and that is,
being with you. I wonder if you are looking
forward to it as much as I am, please do.
Being that it won’t be long before I am with
you I can almost feel your arms around me
and you tender lovable kisses. This week
will drag and drag and drag, I know it will.
Thursday I will write you my last letter
and then no more until the latter part of
April. So lonesome for you Dear that I can’t
express it in writing.

Love and kisses Dear and a sweet
“Good Night I am always

Yours Dear

[[underline]] Walter [[/underline]]